By using a certain linear operator defined by a Hadamard product or convolution, several interesting subclasses of analytic functions in the unit disc are introduced and some unifying relationships between them are established. A variety of characterization results involving a certain functional and some general functions of hypergeometric type are investigated for these classes.
From (1.3) and (1.4), it is clear that s Cz'Cz))' >-tt (1. 4) g'
.f T'Ca, 1),-, z.f'c and T*(ct, I]) C T(o., [) Let (z) (j 1,2)inA be given by 'o z" (air 1) (z)-a. /. Also rcct, IS) L 1, 2)T*(a. fi), and r*(ct, ) L (2,1)r(ct, ,), where tx > -1 and I > -1.
We can now define the classes of analytic function with which we shall be dealing. Definition 1.!. A function fe.A is said to be in the classR(a,c;) if L (a, c )f belongs to R(IB) ffw 15 > -1, and fe V(a,c;f3) if, and only if, zf' eR(a,c;f3) for > -1.
Similarly we have:
Then the Hadamard product (or convolution) fi ,./(z) of ft(z) and .f,.(z) is defined by ft.A(Z)-, a,,/,.la,,/t.2z "/l (1.6) Let at( j p) and fi0" 1,2 q) be complex numbers with fir " 0,-1, -2 j ,q.
Then the generalized hypergeometric function ,F, is defined by (a,). Ca,,).
Fq(z).F(ct, ct,,;fl, a"z)'.Xo-ta,)-,t. u ' , , , . ' , " x : " t z " . (P "q + I) T(et, fS) T(a,a;ct,,) L(2, )T*(a,a;ct,[) We shall now connect these classes with the univalent functions. A single-valued function ./' is said to be _u.nivalent in a domain D if it never takes on the same value twice. By S, K, S*, C and C* denote the subclasses ofA which are respectively univalent, close-to-convex, starlike, convex and quasi-convex in E.
In [8] , Robertson ]" e C*(z), [) z]" e K(a, [) we refer to [7] . Let l(f) denote a functional defined by .+ 11t._tf(t)d (2. 1) for f eA and for a real number . 1. The functional I(J), when X N, was studied by Bernardi 11, and in particular, l(J) was considered earlier by Liber 14] and Livingston I5]. We noe tha i.(f) is a particular solution of the ordinary first order differential equation tg'(t) + .g(t)(/ + 1)]'() at the point z. Also by comparing (1.9) and (2.1), we have Ix(f) L( + 2,. + l)]'. For our next results we refer to [9] . Tegrem 2.1. Let g R(a,c;l and let, for . -1, l(g) be defined by (2.1). The l(g) is also in class R(a,c;).
We shall now prove the following. Hence, by Lemma 2.1,Reh(z)> 0 and this implies that l,(f)r, T(a,c;ct,). This proves our theorem.
(orollary 2.1. Let fr T(a,c;ct, f5). Then, for k> (a,l > -1L(a,c)l),(f)e K Proof: From Theorem 2.2, we clearly see thatL(a,c)l),(f)e K. "I]e second assertion follows easily from the fact that L (a, c )l(D IdL (a, c )flz )) Next we have: Theorem 2.. Let fe T*(a,c;ct,[). Then for k. ct,15 > -1,6,(f) also belongs to T*(a,c;ct,]).
Proof: Since f e T*(a,c;ct,) zf' e T(a,c;ct,[), we observe, using Theorem 2.2, that lx(zf') e T(a, c;t, )
